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Effect of glass on the frictional behavior of basalts at seismic slip rates
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Abstract We performed 31 friction experiments on glassy basalts (GB) and glass-free basalts (GFB) at slip rates up to 6.5 m s⁻¹ and normal stress up to 40 MPa (seismic conditions). Frictional weakening was associated to bulk frictional melting and lubrication. The weakening distance (Dw) was about 3 times shorter in GB than in GFB, but the steady state friction was systematically higher in GB than in GFB. The shorter Dw in GB may be explained by the thermal softening occurring at the glass transition temperature (Tg ~500°C), which is lower than the bulk melting temperature (Tm ~1250°C) of GFB. Postexperiment microanalyses suggest that the larger crystal fraction measured in GB melts results in the higher steady state friction value compared to the GFB melts. The effect of interstitial glass is to facilitate frictional instability and rupture propagation in GB with respect to GFB.

1. Introduction

The determination of frictional evolution of rocks with slip and slip rate is of paramount importance in earthquake physics. Friction controls, for instance, rupture nucleation and propagation, the static and dynamic stress drops, and the frictional heat generated during slips [Scholz, 2002; Di Toro et al., 2011]. Although basaltic rocks are common in active tectonic environments (continental rifts and traps, oceanic transform faults and ridges, volcanoes, etc.) and cover more than 60% of the Earth’s surface, data on their frictional properties under seismic deformations conditions are limited. To date, high-velocity friction experiments have been conducted primarily on intrusive igneous rocks (mainly gabbro) indicating that frictional melt lubrication develops which controls friction [Shimamoto and Lin, 1994; Tsutsumi and Shimamoto, 1997; Hirose and Shimamoto, 2005; Di Toro et al., 2006; Mizoguchi et al., 2006; Tsutsumi and Mizoguchi, 2007; Nielsen et al., 2008; Niemeijer et al., 2011]. Frictional melting occurs also in extrusive rocks (andesites, basalt, etc.), which have been poorly investigated so far [Lavallée et al., 2012] and where the presence of interstitial glass introduces a higher degree of complexity. Here, we study the effect of an initially present interstitial glass on friction by conducting comparative experiments on glassy basalts (GB) and glass-free basalts (GFB). We use the rotary shear machine, named SHIVA (Slow to High Velocity Apparatus) installed at the High Pressure High Temperature Laboratory of Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV), Rome (Italy).

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental and Analytical Methods

Thirty-one experiments were performed with SHIVA (Table S1 in the supporting information). Thanks to the large power available (up to 300 kW), SHIVA imposes on the specimen's quite realistic seismic deformation conditions in terms of stress, velocity, and acceleration. SHIVA uses two brushless engines in a rotary shear configuration to slide hollow rock cylinders (50/30 mm extrusive/intrusive diameter) at (1) nominally infinite displacement, (2) slip rates V ranging from 10 μm s⁻¹ to 6.5 m s⁻¹, and (3) accelerations up to 65 m s⁻². An air actuator allows maintaining the normal stresses σn up to 40 MPa during the sliding (for details on the apparatus, the control and acquisition system, etc., see Di Toro et al. [2010] and Niemeijer et al. [2011]). Mechanical data (axial load, torque, axial displacement, and angular rotation) are acquired at a frequency up to 25 kHz. Slip, slip rate, and shear stress are determined using methods outlined in Tsutsumi and Shimamoto [1997] and Di Toro et al. [2010]. Samples are prepared following the procedure described in Nielsen et al. [2012], which ensures...
good parallelism of the sliding surfaces (sample misalignment < 1 μm) avoiding the pregrinding after sample installation in the machine.

In all the experiments, we first loaded the sample to the target normal stress and then imposed a trapezoidal velocity function (acceleration to the target slip rate, steady state slip rate, deceleration, and slip arrest, Figure 1). Posttested samples were impregnated with epoxy and cut perpendicular to the slip surface and tangential to the slip direction for microstructural and microanalytical investigations carried out under optical microscopes, energy dispersive spectroscopy-equipped field emission scanning electron microscope (EDS-FESEM, INGV, Rome) and electron probe microanalyzer (EPMA, INGV, Rome).

The bulk viscosity of the friction melt (liquid + crystal fraction) during the steady state frictional sliding was modeled in two steps: (1) estimate the viscosity of the liquid fraction using the measured chemical composition (EPMA data) and temperature (measured with a thermocouple) (see Figure S1) and constrained by microstructural data as input parameters for the viscosity calculator by Giordano et al. [2008] and (2) estimate the rheological effect of the measured crystal fraction (image analysis performed with Adobe Photoshop software) using the viscosity calculator by Costa et al. [2009].
2.2. Glassy and Glass-Free Basalts Petrography

The two basalt rocks were selected for their similar porosity (<3%) and grain size (100 μm) but different glass content (GB versus GFB) (Table S1; for chemical composition of the rocks see Table S2 and Violay et al. [2012]).

The GB from the cap rock of the Deves lava flow (Sénouire Valley, France) is a porphyritic basalt containing about 20 vol % phenocrysts of clinopyroxene and olivine in a groundmass made of phonolitic glass (15–25 vol % of the total rock) and fine-grained (<100 μm) plagioclase (24–32 vol %), clinopyroxene (32–40 vol %), and oxides (4–8 vol %). This modal composition is uniformly distributed at the thin-section scale. The GB samples contain 0.6 wt % volatiles (thermogravimetric measurements up to 1200°C).

The GFB from the Escandorgue flow (Languedoc-Roussillon, France) is a microcrystalline to cryptocrystalline basalt containing about 5 vol % phenocrysts of clinopyroxenes and (few) olivines in a fine-grained (<100 μm) homogenous groundmass made of plagioclase (35–45 vol %), clinopyroxene (25–35%), feldspathoids (10%), and titanomagnetite (5–15%). The GFB samples do not contain volatiles (thermogravimetric measurements up to 1200°C).

3. Results

3.1. Mechanical Data

In all experiments, once the velocity function was applied, the apparatus initially deformed elastically (i.e., shear stress increased linearly with time, not shown in Figure 1) until the static friction was overcome and the samples started to slide (Figure 1). The friction coefficient (μ = τ/σn with τ shear stress and σn normal stress) decayed from a peak value μ_p = 0.65 ± 0.04 and μ_p = 0.56 ± 0.17 (respectively for GB and GFB) to a steady state value μ_s = 0.15 ± 0.11 and μ_s = 0.21 ± 0.18 (respectively for GB and GFB) over a weakening distance D_w (Figure 1). For both GB and GFB, the exponential decay of shear stress with slip δ is described by τ = τ_s + (τ_p - τ_s) exp((-δ/D_w)α) where α is a constant (subscripts ss and p stand for steady state and peak, respectively; the equation was modified from Han et al. [2010]). For the same acceleration (7.8 m s^{-2}) and applied normal stress (e.g., 20 MPa), D_w (1) was shorter for GB than GFB (compare grey with black curves in Figure 2).
Figure 3. Slip zones of GB and GFB after steady state friction was achieved (> 1 m of slip). Samples were deformed at \( \sigma_n = 20 \text{ MPa} \) and \( V = 3 \text{ m s}^{-1} \). At the end of the experiments, both basalts had the wall rocks separated by a continuous layer of glass. Survivor clasts were more abundant in GB (~50 ± 4% in volume) than in the GFB (~25 ± 4% in volume). Acronyms: Gl: glass, Pl: plagioclase, CPx: clinopyroxene, Ol: olivine, Op: Opaque. FE-SEM backscattered electron images.

inset of Figure 1) and (2) decreased with increasing target slip rate (compare solid with dashed and dotted curves in inset of Figure 1). The peak friction coefficient was not significantly influenced by the type of basalt, whereas steady state friction coefficient was about 30% lower for GFB than for GB at a given slip rate (Figures 1, 2a, and 2b). The peak shear stress increased approximately linearly with normal stress according to Byerlee's friction law (Figure 2a). Instead, the normal stress had a nonlinear effect on the magnitude of shear stress at steady state, described by a best fit curve of the form \( \tau_{ss} = A_{GB} \sigma_n^{0.27} \) for GB and \( \tau_{ss} = A_{GFB} \sigma_n^{0.30} \) for GFB (A is a constant) (Figure 2b). The shear stress dependence with slip rate at the steady state is described by a best fit curve of the form \( \tau_{ss} = B_{GB} V^{0.35} \) for GB and \( \tau_{ss} = B_{GFB} V^{0.41} \) for GFB (B is a constant) (Figure 2c). For both rocks, \( D_w \) decreased with \( \sigma_n V \) (Figure 2) according to a best fit curve of the form \( D_w = C_{GB} (\sigma_n V)^{-1.18} \) for GB and \( D_w = C_{GFB} (\sigma_n V)^{-0.69} \) for GFB (C is a constant) (Figure 2d). Sample shortening rate was constant after the initial transient and depended on the target velocity and applied normal stress, as argued by Nielsen et al. [2008], the shortening rate is proportional to the frictional power (\( \Phi = \mu_n \sigma_n V \text{ in W m}^{-2} \)) at steady state (assuming no significant radiation loss). Here, the measured shortening rate was (depending on \( \Phi \) and for \( \sigma_n > 10 \text{ MPa} \), and \( V > 1 \text{ m s}^{-1} \)) 0.6 ± 0.1 mm/m of slip for GB sample and 0.3 ± 0.05 mm/m of slip for the GFB sample (Table S1). From Nielsen et al. [2008, equation (11)] and considering typical constitutive parameters for basalt (specific heat capacity = 949 J (kg C)\(^{-1}\), latent heat = 350 \( 10^3 \) J kg\(^{-1}\), mass density = 2900 kg m\(^{-3}\)), measured melt temperature (by thermocouple of ~1250°C for GFB (Figure S1)), we predict a shortening rate of 0.25 mm/m at \( V = 1 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) which is consistent with the GFB shortening measurements.

3.2. Microstructural and Microanalytical Data

For GFB samples, at the end of experiments performed at \( \sigma_n^{eff} = 20 \text{ MPa} \) and \( V = 3 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), the wall rocks were separated by a continuous 100–200 µm thick layer of glass (Figure 3a). From the two-dimensional analysis of SEM backscattered electron images of the glass layer we estimated < 1% in volume of vesicles and a ~25 ± 4% in volume of survivor clasts (< 10 µm in size). Clinopyroxene and plagioclase crystals were corroded, which indicates heating above the liquidus temperature of labradorite (1200°C). Olivine crystals showed pseudo euhedral shape suggesting a temperature below the liquidus temperature of the olivine (1400°C). Independently of the experimental conditions, in all the slipping zones produced at steady state, the composition of the glass was almost identical (within the EPMA resolution) to the bulk composition of the initial GFB (X-ray fluorescence analysis, Table S1) [Violay et al., 2012]. This indicates that the GFB melt resulted from "total melting" of the wall rocks. From microstructural evidences and thermocouple measurements at the steady state (Figure S1), we estimated a melt temperature of ~1250 ± 100°C.
For GB samples at the end of experiments performed at $\sigma_n^{\text{eff}} = 20$ MPa and $V = 3$ m s$^{-1}$, the wall rocks were separated by a continuous, 150–250 $\mu$m thick layer of glass (Figure 3). The initial (interstitial) glass dehydrated next to the newly formed layer of glass. From the 2-dimensional analysis of SEM images of the glass layer, we estimated up to 10% in volume of vesicles and $\approx 50 \pm 4\%$ in volume of survivor clasts (from 1 to 50 $\mu$m in size). Olivine, clinopyroxene, and plagioclase clasts had pseudo euhedral shape (no evidence of thermal corrosion) which indicates a temperature below the liquidus of clinopyroxene (~1100°C). In all experiments where the steady state conditions were achieved, the slipping zone had the composition of the glass intermediate between the bulk composition of the initial GB rock (X-ray fluorescence analysis) and the composition on the interstitial phonolitic glass (EPMA analysis) (Table S1) [Violay et al., 2012]. The absence of corrosion in the clasts and the intermediate composition of the newly formed glass suggest that the GB melt was formed by selective melting of the wall rocks. The larger clast fraction measured after experiments in GB rocks is probably due to the lower temperature (~1050°C) achieved by the GB melt compared to the GFB melt (~1250°C). From microstructural evidences and thermocouple measurements at the steady state, we estimated an average melt temperature of ~1050 ± 100°C (Figure S1).

3.3. Estimate of the Viscosity of the Friction Melts

The viscosity $\eta$ of the friction melt (i.e., suspension = melt + clasts) at $T = 1250^\circ$C for GFB and $T = 1050^\circ$C for GB (see section 3.2) sheared at the steady state at $\sigma_n = 20$ MPa and $V = 3$ m s$^{-1}$ was estimated with the viscosity model of Costa et al. [2009]. Melt viscosity was 120 ± 40 Pa s for GFB and 3500 ± 1000 Pa s for GB. Given the measured melt layer of thickness $h \approx 200$ $\mu$m for both GB and GFB (Figure 3, thickness of the glass layer at the end of the experiment; see section 4) and the imposed slip rate of 3 m s$^{-1}$, we estimate the shear stresses as $\tau_{ss} = (\eta / h)$. The estimate for $\tau_{ss,\text{GFB}}$ (1.8 ± 0.6 MPa) is compatible with the steady state shear stress experimental measurements (~1.7 MPa), whereas the estimate for $\tau_{ss,\text{GB}}$ (33 ± 18 MPa) is not compatible with the experimental measurements (~2.6 MPa) (Figure 2b).

4. Discussion

Mechanical data indicate that the peak friction is independent of the lithology and is compatible with Byerlee’s law [Byerlee, 1978] (Figure 2a). Conversely, under seismic deformation conditions, an initial fraction of interstitial glass in the rock groundmass strongly influences both the friction decay with slip (GB had a shorter $D_w$ than GFB, Figure 2d) and the steady state friction (GB had higher steady state friction than GFB, Figures 2b and 2c).

4.1. Friction Decay With Slip

Experiments performed on mafic rocks (gabbro and peridotite) under similar conditions ($1 < \sigma_n < 20$ MPa and $1 < V < 6$ m s$^{-1}$) as ours distinguished two stages of weakening [Tsutsumi and Shimamoto, 1997; Hirose and Shimamoto, 2005; Del Gaudio et al., 2009; Niemeijer et al., 2011]. First (initial) weakening was associated to flash heating at the asperity contacts, second weakening resulted from bulk melting and lubrication of the slipping zone. Flash heating of the asperities is a local scale process mainly controlled by the contact stress, a material property of the rock-forming minerals [Rice, 2006; Beeler et al., 2008]. Therefore, weakening is dependent on the slip rate and independent of the normal stress [Rice, 2006; Goldsby and Tullis, 2011]. The two weakening stages are separated by a strengthening stage associated with the formation of discontinuous, low-temperature, highly viscous, clast-rich patches of melt [Hirose and Shimamoto, 2005]. However, in the previous experiments [e.g., Niemeijer et al., 2011] specimens were pregrounded after their installation in the rotary shear apparatus and the powder produced during pregrinding was only in part removed from the sliding surface before imposing the velocity function. Instead, in the experiments reported here, the strengthening stage was absent. In our experiments, samples were sheared at high speeds without pregrinding: The absence of powder at the initiation of sliding resulted in extreme shear localization. Given the large acceleration and applied normal stress, we surmise that the bulk temperature increase was so abrupt that flash heating and weakening (operating at the asperity scale) was buffered by the formation of viscous melt patches in the slipping zone: This resulted in the absence of two well-defined weakening stages. Consistently, the dependence of the weakening distance with both normal stress and slip rate (i.e., with the power $\sigma_n V$ dissipated on the samples, Figure 2d) is suggestive of a bulk (sliding surface) rather than of a local (asperity scale) thermally...
activated mechanism. Theoretical models predict a critical distance $D_w$ at which the “bulk” surface melting temperature is reached \cite{nielsen2008, equation (23)}:

$$D_w = \frac{8 \kappa}{V} \frac{(\rho L + c_p(T_m - T_i))^2}{(T_p)^2}.$$  

where $\kappa$, $\rho$, $c_p$, and $L$ are thermal diffusivity, rock density, specific heat capacity, and latent heat, respectively; $T_i$ and $T_m$ are the initial and melting temperature of the rock, respectively. $T_m$ is estimated around 1250°C for GFB. Instead, in the case of the GB sample, the initial fraction of interstitial glass, given its amorphous state, results in thermal softening of the sliding surfaces at lower temperatures than those needed to melt the crystalline rock: GB switches from the solid to the liquid state (glass transition temperature $T_g$) without the exchange of latent heat of melting ($L = 0.1 \text{ kg}^{-1}$ in equation 1). $T_g$ depends on the chemical composition of the melt and the water content: $T_g \approx 500°C$ for a phonolitic glass containing between 0.6 and 3 wt% (if GB water is only contained in the interstitial glass fraction) volatiles \cite{giordano2005}. Replacing $T_m$, with $T_g$ in equation 1 results in a $D_w$ about 3 times smaller for GB than for GFB, which corresponds to our experimental results (Figure 2d).

**4.2. Steady State Friction**

\cite{brown2012} and \cite{nielsen2008, 2010} showed the steady state friction in the presence of frictional melt are compatible with the shear of a viscous thin melt layer (melt strength) whose viscosity, thickness, and slip velocity are dynamically determined.

The $\tau_{ss}$ estimates based on melt viscosity calculations are consistent with the experimental measurements for GFB but not for GB (section 3.3). The discrepancy can be explained by the following:

1. Overestimation of the effective viscosity. The viscosity of the melt at the steady state depends mainly on chemical composition, clast fraction, temperature distribution within the slip zone \cite{lavallee2012, costa2009}, and vesicle fraction. In the 30 to 60% interval of clast fraction in volume, the strength of clast-bearing melt evolves from that of a liquid with solid inclusions, to that of a solid with liquid inclusions \cite{costa2005, costa2009, mader2013} inducing an increase in viscosity of several orders of magnitude. Accordingly, the effective viscosity should be at least 10 times higher in GB frictional melt than in GFB melt, given the difference in clast volume fraction ($\sim 50 \pm 4\%$ versus $\sim 25 \pm 4\%$, respectively). However, the \cite{costa2009} viscosity model neglects the non-Newtonian rheology of a clast-laden suspension at high strain rates \cite{del2013} and the effect of the vesicles. Vesicles reduce the viscosity of a clast-rich melt by obstructing clast-clast interaction \cite{llewellin2002}. Therefore, in our experiments, the viscosity may be substantially lower than predicted by the model of \cite{costa2009}.

2. Uncertainty on the thickness of the melt layer. Melt strength (or resulting friction) is proportional to the effective viscosity (point a) and inversely proportional to the thickness of the sheared melt layer. Layer thickness results from the melt production versus melt extrusion rate \cite{nielsen2008}. But the thickness ($\sim 200 \mu m$) was measured at the end of the experiment when the cooling melt was still under load and partially extruded: it was not possible to measure the melt thickness in situ during the experiment.

Summarizing, the overestimation of the effective viscosity by the \cite{costa2009} model (previous point a) and the uncertainty on the thickness of the effective sheared layer during the experiment (point b) explains why the steady state shear stress values obtained for GBs are only 40 to 50% higher than those obtained for GFBs, as opposed to the factor of 10 predicted by the value of the effective viscosity alone. We also note that the normal stress and slip rate dependences of both rocks are similar for the steady state shear stress (Figure 2b). These nonlinear dependences are typical of melt lubrication \cite{persson2000} and predicted by the theoretical model proposed by \cite{nielsen2008}, where $\tau_{ss} = c \sigma_p 0.25$ ($c$ is a factor including the velocity dependence, melt viscosity, and sample size).

**4.3. Geophysical Implications**

The above observations (sections 4.1 and 4.2) imply that nucleation and propagation of a rupture in basaltic rocks is facilitated by the presence of interstitial glass. In a simple slip-weakening friction model, the fracture energy $G$ is given by \cite{andrews1976}:

$$G = \frac{1}{2} (T_p - \tau_{ss}) D_w$$  

In our experiments we measured extremely low steady state values of shear stress $\tau_{ss, GB} \approx 2 \text{ MPa}$ and $\tau_{ss, GFB} \approx 1 \text{ MPa}$ under normal stresses up to 40 MPa. However, the peak shear stress remained high in both GB and GFB, obeying
Byerlee’s law with a friction coefficient of ~0.6 (Figure 2a). This implies an almost total strength drop so that the contribution of $\tau_0$ to $G$ is negligible. As a consequence the threefold increase in weakening distance ($D_{w,\text{GB}} \approx 1/3 D_{w,\text{GFB}}$) reflects on an equivalent increase of fracture energy in the absence of glass. Furthermore, the critical length $L_c$ for spontaneous rupture propagation is [Scholz, 2002, p. 187]

$$L_c = \frac{C M (\tau_p - \tau_s) D_w}{(\tau_0 - \tau_s)^2}$$  

where $C$ is a dimensionless factor (depending on fault geometry and Poisson ratio), $M$ is the shear stiffness, and $\tau_p$ the preshear stress acting on the fracture ($D_w$ here is the weakening distance defined by [Ida, 1972]). Since $\tau_{ss,\text{GB}}$ and $\tau_{ss,\text{GFB}}$ are both negligible, equation 3 implies that $L_c$ is 3 times smaller in GB than in GFB under identical conditions of initial stress (provided that the product $MC$ remains unchanged). Along the same lines, for a given nucleation length $L_c$, dynamic rupture will initiate under an initial stress $\tau_0$ about $\sqrt{3}$ times smaller in GB than in GFB, ceteris paribus. Under similar conditions, earthquake rupture will be facilitated by the presence of interstitial glass in basaltic rock.

5. Conclusions

The steady state shear stress value measured in the GB is relatively higher than the value measured in GFB (equivalent friction coefficients of ~0.21 in GB as opposed to ~0.15 in GFB). The difference in steady state stress may be related to the large crystal fraction present in GB frictional melt. However, the residual steady state stress is in all cases extremely small and would not significantly affect the stress drop under dynamic slip. On the other hand, an abrupt and large decrease in friction at the initiation of slip is observed for the GB samples, implying that glass-bearing rocks have a very short weakening distance and reduced fracture energy. The extremely unstable frictional behavior of GB may be related to the thermal softening occurring at the glass transition temperature ($T_g \approx 500^\circ C$), which is lower than the bulk melting temperature ($T_m \approx 1250^\circ C$) of the GFB. Due to the fracture energy decrease, the presence of an initial fraction of interstitial glass will facilitate rupture initiation and propagation in earthquakes.
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